**Tools Basic Set**

Cricut® Tools help you get the most out of your Cricut machine. The Cricut® Tools Basic Set includes five handy tools for using your Cricut® machine.

- **Cricut® Tools Scissors** have hardened stainless steel blades for durability and smooth, even cuts. The micro-tip blade gives you greater precision on all materials. A removable cover protects the blades.

- **Cricut® Tools Tweezers** lift and secure in one step with their reverse grip design—squeeze the handle together to open, and release pressure to clamp together. Smooth interior points help prevent tearing or marring your materials.
The Cricut® Tools Scraper is custom designed to clean unwanted scraps from the Cricut® cutting mats, contributing to a longer lasting mat. It can also be used to smooth materials onto the mat or burnish materials such as vinyl to remove air bubbles or wrinkles.

The Cricut® Tools Spatula precisely lifts images from the Cricut® cutting mat, preventing intricate images from tearing or curling. The angled head of the spatula allows it to slide underneath the material with ease.
The Cricut® Tools Weeder is for “weeding,” or removing negative pieces around a cut image. When working with iron-on or vinyl images, it helps you precisely remove everything that isn’t part of your design from the carrier sheet. It’s also great for poking out tiny negative pieces from a cut cardstock image.